Mission

- Provide quality workforce development for new and expanding businesses in Alabama
- Expand opportunities for citizens through jobs created by industries
Company Eligibility

- Business - creating 10 or more new, full-time jobs (defined as 36 or more hours/week, jobs maintained year-round)
- Pay minimum entry wage of $10/hour or more, excluding benefits (not an average wage)
- AIDT does not support temporary, temp to perm, or seasonal jobs
- Business – creating less than 10 new, full-time jobs, AIDT+ExTra program support
AIDT Total Training System

- Applicant recruitment
- Trainee selection
  - Application reviews/Applicant interviews
- Pre-employment training
  - Skills/Capabilities/
  - Learning ability demonstrated
  - Company teamwork, job tasks simulated
- Post/OJT training
- Media services/program development
- Leadership Development
- Maintenance Assessment
- Safety
- Assistance/Training
- Robotics Technology Park
- Process Improvement
- AIDT+Extra
- EMPACT/ “On the Job”
- Forest Products / Woodworking Technology
AIDT Training Facilities

◆ AIDT Centers
  ▶ Montgomery
  ▶ Huntsville
  ▶ Mobile
  ▶ Sylacauga

◆ Industrial Training Centers
  ▶ Mercedes-Benz USI
  ▶ Honda Manufacturing of Alabama LLC
  ▶ Hyundai Motor Manufacturing Alabama LLC
  ▶ ThyssenKrupp Steel & Stainless
  ▶ Robotics Technology Park (RTP)
  ▶ Maritime Training Center

◆ 35 mobile training units
AIDT MARITIME TRAINING CENTER
A multipurpose training and education facility, designed specifically to meet the growing demand of the maritime industry.

EMP&CT
Entertainment Media Production & Crew Training
Training that is focused on providing the basic tools needed to work as a grip, lighting tech or production assistant on a film or television production.

FPDC
Forest Products Development Center
Provides technical information, analytical assistance, and consulting to existing and prospective companies in the forestry industry and related fields.

ALABAMA RTP
Alabama Robotics Technology Park
A state-of-the-art facility focused on training and education in Robotics and Automation Technologies.

ON THE JOB
A weekly television show produced by AIDT that is focused on training, education and jobs across the state.

ACAWT
Alabama Center for Advanced Woodworking Technology
Advanced training, consulting, business planning, and research for new and existing, primary and secondary companies in the woodworking industry.

AIDT
ISO 9001:2008
We Are Workforce Development
www.aidt.edu
Robotics Technology Park
ALABAMA
PHASE 1 – Robotics Maintenance Training Center

Consists of Industrial Training Programs where technicians are trained in Industrial Safety, Robotics, Automation, and PLCs.

Most equipment Vendors that have equipment used by Alabama Industries are partners with us at the RTP.
PHASE 2 – Advanced Technology Research and Development Center

A research and development facility designed to assist with discovering new robotic and automation technologies in all sectors including, but not limited to, manufacturing, missile defense, security, bio-technology, etc.

Features: 4 finished suites · Complete infrastructure · Raised floor · High bay space · Two large roll up doors that allows access to the outdoor test track · Only cost prorate utilities consumed.
A company that wants/needs to add new technology can use this facility to: set the new technology up, integrate the new technologies and software, test and train employees, at the very last minute, interrupt their existing line and replace the technology.

The paint center will support the use of Robotic dispense applications in industry.
A mobile lab that contains both Robots and PLCs that are used in training or education and industrial settings.
MARITIME TRAINING CENTER
AIDT Partnerships

- Alabama Department of Commerce
- EDPA – Economic Development Partnership of Alabama
- ACCS – Alabama Community College System
  - ATN – Alabama Technology Network
  - TEBI - Training for Existing Business and Industry
- ADECA – Alabama Department of Economic and Community Affairs
- ADRS – Alabama Department of Rehabilitation Services
- Alabama Career Center System
- Local economic developers
AIDT Partnerships

- EDAA – Economic Development Association of Alabama
- Alabama Power, PowerSouth, Other Utility providers
- Industrial Development Authorities/Boards
- Governor’s Office of Workforce Development
- K-12, Career and Technical Education